Abstract. We introduce a formalism of descent of moduli spaces, and use it to produce limit linear series moduli spaces for families of curves in which the components of fibers may have monodromy. We then construct a universal stack of limit linear series over the stack of semistable curves of compact type, and produce new results on existence of real curves with few real linear series.
Introduction
In this paper we prove the following results. First, let M ct g denote the open substack of M g parametrizing semistable curves of compact type.
Theorem 1.1. There is a proper relative algebraic space
whose fiber over a point rCs is the moduli scheme G r d pCq, which is the classical moduli scheme of linear series in the case that C is smooth, and is a moduli scheme of limit linear series in the case that C is nodal.
Limit linear series were introduced by Eisenbud and Harris in [EH86] , and their definition induces a natural scheme structure, which we will denote by G pCq which is often an isomorphism, see Theorem 4.6 below for details.
Before we state our second main result, we record some terminology. Let K be a field and X 0 a geometrically reduced, geometrically connected, projective curve over K with (at worst) nodal singularities.
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‚ We say that X 0 is totally split over K if every irreducible component of X 0 is geometrically irreducible, and every node of X 0 is rational over K. ‚ If X 0 is totally split, we say that X 0 is of compact type over K if its dual graph is a tree, or equivalently, if every node of X 0 is disconnecting, or equivalently, if the Picard variety Pic 0 pX 0 q of line bundles on X 0 having degree 0 on every component of X 0 is complete. ‚ Finally, if X 0 is not necessarily totally split, let L{K be an extension such that X 0 is totally split over L. We say that X 0 is of compact type over K if its base extension to X L is of compact type over L. (One can check that this is independent of the choice of L.) Theorem 1.2. Let K be either R or a p-adic field and X 0 a genus g curve of compact type over K. Let L{K be a finite Galois extension such that the extension pX 0 q L is totally split over L. Given r, d such that ρ " 0, suppose that the Eisenbud-Harris limit linear series moduli scheme G r,EH d ppX 0 q L q is finite, and that its set of GalpL{Kq-invariant L-rational points has cardinality n, and consists entirely of reduced points.
Given a smooth curve B over K, a point b 0 P BpKq, and a presmoothing family π : X{B such that X 0 " XˆB b 0 , there exists an open neighborhood U of b 0 in the K-analytic topology on BpKq such that for any b P U tb 0 u, the K-scheme G A bit of history: In [Oss06] , the second author used the theory of limit linear series to show in particular that, for every even genus g, there exist real (smooth, projective) curves X of genus g such that all [CC14] showed that there also exist real curves X such that only`d´1 r d´1 2 s˘o f the g 1 d s on X are real. One of our goals is to produce similar examples, but with even fewer real g 1 d s. On the other hand, Khosla [Kho] has developed machinery for constructing and analyzing families of effective divisors on M g , but Khosla's theory depends on the existence of universal limit linear series stacks.
As it turns out, what both of these problems have in common is that they require the extension of the theory of limit linear series to curves -or families of curves -in which the components are allowed to have monodromy. In this case, it is not clear how to give a direct definition of limit linear series. In this paper we will develop a general formalism of descent of moduli spaces and apply it (along with the recently developed limit linear series machinery of [Oss14] and [MO16] ) to solve both problems. and especially for bringing the results of [EG01] to our attention. We also thank Brendan Creutz, Danny Krashen, and Bianca Viray for helpful conversations.
Descent of moduli spaces
In this section we prove a basic result on descent of sheaves in a site. For the most part, the main result is a tautological restatement of the fact that sheaves on a site form a stack. Remark 2.2. Note that any S 1 satisfying the hypotheses of the Proposition has a canonical induced topology: a collection of maps ts Ñ tu in S 1 is a covering if and only if it is a covering in S. The axioms (including the existence of relevant fiber products) are ensured by the hypotheses. Thus, it makes sense to talk about ShpS 1 q in the statement.
Proof of Proposition 2.1. A quasi-inverse
ι : ShpS 1 q Ñ ShpSq is given as follows: given an object t P S, let Cov S 1 ptq denote the category of coverings of t by objects of S 1 . Given such a covering χ :" ts i Ñ tu and a presheaf G on S 1 , define
Gps iˆt s j q¸.
Finally, given a sheaf F on S 1 and an object t over S, define ιpF qptq " colim χPCov S 1 ptq lim χ F psq.
Note that the second property of S 1 implies that the inclusion S 1 Ñ S is closed under fiber products over objects of S, i.e., if s, s 1 P S 1 and they each map to some t P S, then sˆt s 1 is isomorphic to a unique object of S 1 . This means that the limit diagram above can be interpreted in either S 1 or S with the same output. The sheaf property implies that ρι is naturally isomorphic to the identity. The sheaf property also implies that ιρ is naturally isomorphic to the identity because coverings by objects in S 1 are cofinal in all coverings (by the assumptions).
Here is a natural way in which Proposition 2.1 arises.
Definition 2.3. Fix a site S and a collection of objects Π Ă S.
(1) A covering ts i Ñ su of an object s P S is Π-factorable if each s i admits a map to an object of Π. (2) The pair pS, Πq is factorable if every object of S admits a Π-factorable covering in S. (3) For any pair pS, Πq, the factorable subcategory is the full subcategory S Π consisting of those objects s P S that admit an arrow to a object of Π. Proof. This is immediate from the definition of S Π .
We will mainly apply Proposition 2.1 in the form of the following "descent" statement.
Notation 2.5. Given a site S, let S pSq Ñ S denote the fibered category whose fiber over p is the category of sheaves ShpS {p q on the slice category with the induced topology.
Definition 2.6. Given a site S and a set of objects Π, define the category of Π-sheaves, denoted ShpS, Πq, to be the category of Cartesian functors p Π Ñ S pSq, where p Π denotes the full subcategory of S generated by Π. Concretely, an object of ShpS, Πq is given by
(1) for each p P Π, a sheaf F p on the slice category S {p ; (2) for every arrow f : p Ñ q between objects of Π, an isomorphism of sheaves on
Ñ f´1F q such that for every further map g : q Ñ w we have
Arrows in ShpS, Πq are given by compatible maps between the sheaves F p .
Proposition 2.7. If pS, Πq is factorable and Π is small then restriction defines an equivalence of categories
ρ : ShpSq Ñ ShpS, Πq. More precisely, a sheaf F on S gives rise to the Π-sheaf whose value on S {p is the restriction of F along the canonical functor S {p Ñ S.
Proof. By Proposition 2.1, it suffices to prove the result assuming that S " S Π . Given an object t P S Π , define a category C t as follows. An object of C t is an arrow a : t Ñ p with p P Π. A morphism pa : t Ñ pq Ñ pb : t Ñis an arrow c : p Ñ q such that a " b˝c. Given the sheaves F p and an object t P S Π , define a functor
by sending t Ñ p to F p ptq. Given an arrow c : pt Ñ pq Ñ pt Ñin C t , we get an isomorphism β f ptq : F p ptq Ñ F q ptq (where here we use that c´1 is just restriction of sheaves when we are pulling back between slice categories of a site), and the compatibility condition for pairs of arrows shows that this is indeed a functor. Now, to produce the sheaf F on S Π , define a functor
It follows from the definition of F t that for each t Ñ p in S Π we have F ptq " F p pt Ñ pq. Since every object of S Π maps to some p P Π, the sheaf condition for F and the assertion about restrictions follows from the sheaf condition for each F p .
This produces an essential inverse for ρ.
Example 2.8. Suppose S " Sch B and Π consists of a single étale surjection B 1 Ñ B. (The collection Π is indeed factorable, since one can simply pull back this covering to any B-scheme X to get a covering of X that factors through B 1 .) In this case, a Π-sheaf is precisely a sheaf on B 1 that admits a descent datum with respect to the covering
Because the functor ρ in Proposition 2.7 is an equivalence, there are implicit "change of Π" results. We will omit most of these statements, but the following is useful.
Lemma 2.9. Suppose S is a site with a final object B and P is a property of objects s P S such that for any object s P S, some covering s 1 Ñ s has property P . Let Π be a set of objects of S having property P that generates a full subcategory equivalent to the category of all objects of S having P , and let Proof. This is a tautological combination of Proposition 2.7 and Example 2.8.
In the case of a Galois field extension, we can give an explicit description of our descended sheaf as follows.
Example 2.10. In the situation of Lemma 2.9, if S " Sch k with a k a field and k 1 {k is a Galois extension, then viewing a sheaf F on S as a sheaf F 1 on S {k 1 with Galois descent datum, there is a natural identification of F pkq with F 1 pk 1 q GalpK 1 {kq .
Application to limit linear series
In this section, we recall the fundamental definitions of limit linear series functors (largely following the ideas of §4 of [Oss14] ), and verify that they are sufficiently canonical to apply our descent machinery. In fact, because we are interested in the universal setting, we will have to address some new technicalities in defining limit linear series functors, which are treated by our definition below of 'consistent' smoothing families.
3.1. Definitions. We begin by defining the families of curves over which we can define a limit linear series functor, and the more general families over which we will be able to descend the resulting moduli spaces.
Definition 3.1.1. A morphism of schemes π : X Ñ B is a presmoothing family if:
(I) B is regular and quasicompact; (II) π is flat and proper; (III) The fibers of π are curves of compact type; (IV) Any point in the singular locus of π which is smoothed in the generic fiber is regular in the total space of X. If the following additional conditions are satisfied, we say that π is a smoothing family: (V) π admits a section; (VI) the image of any connected component of the non-smooth locus of π is a principal closed subscheme; (VII) every node in every fiber of π is a rational point, and every connected component of the non-smooth locus maps injectively under π; (VIII) every irreducible component of every fiber of π is geometrically irreducible.
It follows from the deformation theory of a nodal curve together with the regularity of B that the image of a connected component of the non-smooth locus is always locally principal (see for instance the deformation theory on p. 82 of [DM69] ), so the condition that it is principal is always satisfied Zariski locally on the base.
The last two conditions require in particular that every fiber is totally split. We have the following key observations on construction of (pre)smoothing families: Proof. For the first assertion, conditions (II) and (III) of a presmoothing family are immediate, while condition (I) follows from the smoothness of M g , and condition (IV) from the smoothness of the total space of the universal curve over M g (see Theorem 5.2 of [DM69] ).
For the second assertion, it is standard that etale base change can produce sections, and this in turn can be used to ensure that all components of fibers are geometrically irreducible. As we have already mentioned, condition (VI) is satisfied Zariski locally. Finally, since the non-smooth locus of π is finite and unramified over B, Proposition 8(b) of §2.3 of [BLR91] implies that after etale base change, we may assume that over any given point of the base, each connected component of the non-smooth locus has a single (necessarily reduced) point in the fiber, with trivial residue field extension. This implies that after possible further Zariski localization on the base, the same condition will hold on all fibers, as desired.
We will ultimately show that limit linear series moduli spaces can be descended to any presmoothing family. The smoothing families are almost the families for which we can give a direct definition of the limit linear series functor, but we will need to impose one additional condition, of a more combinatorial nature, which will be satisfied even Zariski locally on the base. Before defining the condition, we need to introduce a few preliminaries. 
Proof. Our hypotheses imply that the map from Z to B is proper, injective and unramified, with trivial residue field extensions. It then follows that it is a closed immersion, using the same argument as in Proposition II.7.3 of [Har77] . Given this, the regularity is standard; see for instance Proposition 2.1.4 of [Oss14] .
Finally, it follows from the regularity that Z (and hence its image) are irreducible, so the existence of Y Z and Y Thus, for Y P Y pπq, if Z " ̟pY q, we have that π´1pπpZqq is the union along Z of Y with Y c . The following preliminary definition will be of basic importance in the definition of a limit linear series.
Definition 3.1.5. Let π : X Ñ B be a smoothing family. Given d ą 0, a multidegree on π of total degree d is a map md : Y pπq Ñ Z such that for each Y P Y pπq, we have mdpY q`mdpY c q " d.
Thus, we can think of a multidegree as specifying how the total degree d is distributed on each 'side' of every node. This translates into a usual multidegree on every fiber of π as follows. where each Y Z is chosen not to contain Y . Uniqueness follows immediately, and we also see that if md b pY q is given by (3.2), it also satisfies (3.1): indeed, because the number of components of Y Z is equal to the number of nodes lying on Y Z (including Z), summing the formula of (3.2) over all Y in a given Y Z , we will obtain d´mdpY c Z q, together with
Definition 3.1.7. Let X 0 be a totally split nodal curve. A multidegree on Our condition on smoothing families is the following, asserting in essence that we have sufficiently many uniformly concentrated multidegrees. Definition 3.1.8. Let π : X Ñ B be a smoothing family, and md I " tmd i u iPI a finite collection of uniformly concentrated multidegrees on π. We say that md I sufficient if for every b P B and every component Y P X b there exists i P I such that the restriction of md i to X b is concentrated on Y . We say the smoothing family π : X Ñ B is consistent if it admits a sufficient collection of uniformly concentrated multidegrees.
Remark 3.1.9. Note that for every b P B and Y Ď X b , there is always a multidegree on π which, when ignoring other fibers of π, is concentrated on Y . But there does not appear to be any reason to expect that there is necessarily a multidegree which is uniformly concentrated and concentrated on Y . In principle, there could be some b 1 P B such that if a multidegree is concentrated on Y in X b , it cannot be concentrated on any component of X b 1 .
Also, there is not in general a unique minimal sufficient collection of uniformly concentrated multidegrees: for instance, if we have that B is one-dimensional, and there are two points b 1 , b 2 P B such that X b is smooth if b ‰ b 1 , b 2 and X b1 and X b2 each have one node, then because the behavior at X b1 and X b2 is independent, there are four uniformly concentrated multidegrees, and there are two different ways of choosing two of these four to get a sufficient collection.
On the other hand, while the collection of all uniformly concentrated multidegrees is canonical, it turns out not to be large enough in general: indeed, we need to allow the collection md I to have repeated entries, because this situation will occur naturally when considering base change. In addition, if pmd i q iPI is a sufficient collection of uniformly concentrated multidegrees, and md is any uniformly concentrated multidegree, then there is a Zariski neighborhood V of b and i P I such that md " md i on V .
Proof. Given b P B, we can find a neighborhood U such that the fibers of π over U can all be thought of as partial smoothings of X b . In the language of [Oss14] , we choose U so that X b meets every node of π over U , and furthermore so that π is 'almost local' over U -see Definition 2.2.2 and Remark 2.2.3 of [Oss14] . In this situation, it is clear that a multidegree is uniformly concentrated over U if and only if its restriction to X b is concentrated on some component, and it follows easily that the smoothing family will be consistent over U .
Similarly, if pmd i q iPI is sufficient, then by definition there is some i such that md agrees with md i on the fiber X b . But then it is clear that if we set V as above so that π is almost local, then agreement on X b implies agreement on all of V . Notation 3.1.11. Given a smoothing family π : X Ñ B, and
Thus, if
Y , we can change the multidegree of a line bundle from any multidegree to any other. Given a line bundle L on X, and a multidegree md, we denote by L md the twist of L having multidegree md, which is unique up to isomorphism.
Data 3.1.12. Suppose π : X Ñ B is a consistent smoothing family. A limit linear series datum on π consists of the following:
(1) A sufficient collection md I of uniformly concentrated multidegrees on π.
where Y Z and Y 1 Z are the elements of Y pπq lying over Z. (4) A distinguished element i 0 P I. We will denote a limit series datum on π by D " pmd I , ts Y u, tθ A u, i 0 q. Given a consistent smoothing family π, we will write LLSDpX{Bq for the set of limit linear series data attached to π. Y . Finally, the θ Z exist by construction in the case that πpZq " B, and by the hypothesis that πpZq is principal in B in the case that πpZq ‰ B.
We now state the general definition of limit linear series for families of curves of compact type.
Definition 3.1.14. Let f : T Ñ B be a B-scheme, and write π 1 : XˆB T Ñ B. Suppose D :" pmd I , ts Y u, tθ A u, i 0 q is a limit linear series datum. A T -valued D-limit linear series of rank r and degree d on π consists of (1) an invertible sheaf L of multidegree md i0 on XˆB T , together with (2) for each i P I a rank pr`1q
satisfying the following condition: for any multidegree md on π of total degree d, the map
induced by the s Y and θ Z has pr`1qst vanishing locus equal to all of T .
In the above, to say that V i is a rank-pr`1q subbundle of π 1 L md i means that it is locally free of rank r`1 and the injection into π 1 L md i is preserved under base change (where on L md i , base change is applied prior to pushforward). The pr`1qst vanishing locus of (3.3) is a canonical scheme structure on the closed subset of points on which the map has kernel of dimension at least r`1, defined in terms of perfect representatives of Rπ 1 L md and the Rπ 1 L md i ; see Appendix B.3 of [Oss14] .
Definition 3.1.15. Two D-limit linear series pL , pV i q i q and pL 1 , pV
Definition 3.1.16. Given a consistent smoothing family π : X Ñ B with a limit linear series datum D, the functor of D-limit linear series, denoted G r d pX{B, Dq, is the functor whose value on a B-scheme T Ñ B is the set of equivalence classes of T -valued D-limit linear series of rank r and degree d.
3.2. Functoriality. In the remainder of this section, we show that the limit linear series functor is sufficiently canonical to apply our general descent machinery. The observation of fundamental importance to us is the following, which not only shows that our definition is independent of the choices made, but which also implies our construction is well-behaved under base change.
Proposition 3.2.1. Suppose π : X Ñ B is a consistent smoothing family with a limit linear series datum D " pmd I , ts Y u, tθ A u, i 0 q. Suppose pL , pV i q i q is a D-limit linear series of rank r, and let md be a uniformly concentrated multidegree, not necessarily contained among the chosen md i . Then the map (3.3) has empty pr`2qnd vanishing locus, so that the kernel is universally a subbundle of rank r`1.
Moreover, if we let V denote the kernel of (3.3), then for any multidegree md 1 , the map
has pr`1qst vanishing locus equal to all of T .
Proof. By definition of a limit linear series, (3.3) has vanishing locus equal to all of T , so in order to prove that the kernel is universally a subbundle of rank r`1, it suffices to show that the pr`2qnd vanishing locus is empty, which is the same as saying that there are no points of t at which the kernel has dimension at least r`2. Given t P T , denote by X 1 t the corresponding fiber of π 1 ; then the fiber of (3.3) at t is
Now, because md is uniformly concentrated, its restriction to X 1 t is concentrated on some component of X 1 t . On the other hand, because pmd i q i is assumed sufficient, this means that md is equal to some md i after restriction to
But then the kernel of the above map is contained in V i | t , which is pr`1q-dimensional, proving the first statement.
Next, the second statement can be checked Zariski locally, so by Proposition 3.1.10, we may assume that in fact md " md i for some i, and then necessarily V is identified with V i under the resulting isomorphism L md " Ñ L mdi . Thus, the kernel of the given map is (universally) identified with the kernel of (3.3) in multidegree md 1 , so the pr`1qst vanishing loci also agree, as desired (see Proposition B.3.2 of [Oss14] ).
Corollary 3.2.2. Suppose π : X Ñ B is a consistent smoothing family.
(1) Given two limit linear series data D and D 1 on π, there is a canonical isomorphism
(2) For any base change B 1 Ñ B preserving the smoothing family conditions, there is a canonical isomorphism 
By "canonical" we mean that for any triple
Proof. First, if pmd i q i and i 0 are fixed, the choices of the s Y and θ Z are only used to determine a subfunctor of the functor of all tuples of pL , pV i q iPI q, so there is a canonical notion of equality of these subfunctors. We see from the definitions that both the s Y and θ Z are unique up to OT -scalar; for the former, where Y surjects onto B it is crucial that the (fibers of the) support of s Y is a connected curve, as otherwise s Y would only be unique up to independent scaling on each connected component. This implies that the rank of (3.3) is independent of the choices of s Y and θ Z , as desired. Similarly, because isomorphisms of line bundles are unique up to OT -scaling, induced identifications of subbundles of global sections are unique, independent of the choice of isomorphism. Because twisting provides a canonical identification between isomorphism classes of line bundles of multidegree md i0 and line bundles of any other given multidegree (of the same total degree), we conclude that the limit linear series functors associated to different choices of i 0 are canonically isomorphic.
Next, in order to show independence of the choice of pmd i q i , we observe that it is enough to construct canonical isomorphisms when we add a uniformly concentrated multidegree to an existing collection: indeed, we can then compare the functors for any two collections by comparing each to the functor obtained from the union of the collections. Accordingly, suppose we have a collection pmd i q i , and an additional uniformly concentrated multidegree md 1 . We define the obvious forgetful map from the functor of limit linear series associated to pmd i q i Y pmd 1 q to the one associated to pmd i q i , noting that the pr`1qst vanishing locus of (3.3) can only increase if we drop a concentrated multidegree from the target. That this forgetful map is an isomorphism of functors then follows immediately from Proposition 3.2.1, as the only possibility is to have V Ď π 1 L md 1 be the kernel of (3.3) in multidegree md 1 . Finally, we address compatibility with base change. The main complications arise from changes in Zpπq, which can occur either because the image of B 1 may be disjoint from the image of some Z P Zpπq, or because the preimage in B 1 of some Z P Zpπq may decompose into two or more connected components. In general, there is a natural map Zpπq Ñ Zpπ 1 q which induces a pullback on multidegrees and on uniformly concentrated multidegrees, and a sufficient collection of uniformly concentrated multidegrees pulls back to a sufficient collection. However, the pullback map on multidegrees is in general neither injective nor surjective. If we pull back our given collection pmd i q i , we find that as above, we are comparing two closed subfunctors of a fixed functor: the functor of all tuples of pL , pV i q iPI q. For a given multidegree md and its pullback md 1 to π 1 , it is not necessarily the case that the map (3.3) for md 1 is exactly equal to the pullback of the map for md, but we do see that each summand of the two maps agree up to OB1-scalar, so the resulting pr`1qst vanishing loci conditions are the same. Finally, although not every md 1 for π 1 arises by pullback from an md -because a Z P Zpπq may break into multiple connected components after base change -we can check equality of the subfunctors after Zariski localization. If we restrict to almost local open subsets of B 1 (as described in the proof of Proposition 3.1.10), then the map Zpπq Ñ Zpπ 1 q becomes surjective, and we obtain the desired equality of functors.
Remark 3.2.3. Note that nearly all the hypotheses of a smoothing family are automatically preserved under base change (to a suitable base): the only one which is not necessarily preserved is the regularity hypothesis on X, and of course this is still preserved if the base change is etale, or if B 1 is a point. Although scheme-theoretic image is not in general preserved under base change, in our situation Proposition 3.1.3 says that the map to B from each connected component of the non-smooth locus of π is a closed immersion, so the condition that the image is principal is indeed preserved under base change.
Additionally, it is clear from the definition that the consistent condition is satisfied under base change of a smoothing family. In particular, the corollary implicitly includes the statement that in fibers corresponding to smooth curves we recover the usual functor of linear series.
Conceptually, we should think of independence of base change as being a consequence of independence of limit linear series data. Indeed, in simple cases (for instance, in a family with a unique singular fiber), there may be a natural minimal choice of a sufficient collection of concentrated multidegrees, but this will not be preserved under base change: for instance, any collection of more than one concentrated multidegree will become redundant under restriction to a smooth fiber. 
Moreover, for any further morphism B 2 Ñ B 1 such that X B 2 Ñ B 2 is a consistent smoothing family, we have that
Notation 3.2.4. Given a presmoothing family π : X Ñ B, let Sch B denote the big étale site on B and define Πpπq Ă Sch B to be those arrows B 1 Ñ B such that the restriction X B 1 Ñ B is a consistent smoothing family.
Lemma 3.2.5. With the notation of Definition 3.2.4, the pair pSch B , Πpπqq is factorable (see Definition 2.3).
Proof. First, according to Propositions 3.1.2 and 3.1.10, there exists B 1 Ñ B etale such that the restriction X B 1 Ñ B 1 is a consistent smoothing family. Pulling back B 1 Ñ B to any scheme over B proves that pSch B , Πpπqq is factorable. The terminology of "universal relative dimension at least ρ" is as introduced in Definition 3.1 of [Oss15] .
Proof. Given the definitions, representability is rather standard. First, we can use the hypothesized section together with the twisting line bundles O Y to produce a relatively ample divisor D on X, and the section also implies that the relative Picard functor The remaining statements being local on the base, we can assume our smoothing family is "almost local" in the sense of Definition 2.2.2 of [Oss14] . Given the above construction, we can then conclude from the theory of linked determinantal loci [MO16] and Corollary 5.1 of [Oss15] that G r d pX{Bq has universal relative dimension at least ρ; see Theorem 6.1 of [Oss] . 1 We then deduce Cohen-Macaulayness and flatness from Theorem 3.1 of [MO16] . In fact, the scheme structure used in [MO16] is a priori slightly different from ours, in that the condition on the pr`1qst vanishing locus of (3.3) is imposed on a smaller collection of multidegrees; thus, what we know is that our scheme structure is a closed subscheme of the one in [MO16] , with the same support. However, the arguments of the penultimate paragraph of the proof of Theorem 4.3.4 and of the proof of Proposition 3.4.12 of [Oss14] show (using also Corollary B.3.5 of [Oss14] ) that in fact these scheme structures agree on fibers. It then follows from Nakayama's lemma and the flatness of the larger scheme that the two scheme structures must agree. 1 Although [Oss] works with families over a DVR to simplify definitions, the argument goes through in general; see also Remark 3.5 of [MO16] .
Proof. The proof is identical to the proof of Corollary 3.2.8, using the big étale site of B in place of Sch B .
The following is an immediate corollary. Let M ct g,n denote the open substack of M g,n parametrizing curves of compact type. We have thus constructed universal moduli stacks of limit linear series. Finally, we want a good description of the fibers of our construction. In particular, we have the following. Proof. This is a special case of Example 2.10.
Applications over real and p-adic fields
We now apply our results to study rational points over real and p-adic fields, in particular proving Theorem 1.2 and Corollary 1.3 in the real case. We first prove the following basic result. (While we believe this should be in the literature somewhere with an actual proof, we have failed to find it.) Proposition 4.1. Suppose given a field K which is either R or a p-adic field, a smooth curve B over K, a point b P BpKq, and a finite flat morphism π : Y Ñ B of K-schemes. Suppose further that no ramification point of π over b is a K-point. Then there is an analytic neighborhood U of b such that for all b 1 P U pKq, the number of K-rational points in the fibers Y b 1 is constant.
In the above, BpKq and Y pKq denote sets of K-rational points.
Proof. Let ν : pU, uq Ñ pB, bq be an étale neighborhood of b, with u P U pKq, over which Y splits as a disjoint union YˆB U " Ů n i"1 Y i , with Y i Ñ U an isomorphism for i " 1, . . . , m and Y j Ñ U a morphism whose fiber over b contains no K-points for j " m`1, . . . , n. Since ν is an analytic-local isomorphism, it suffices to prove the result for Y U Ñ U and thus we may assume that Y breaks up in the manner described. We will thus replace B by U and work under the additional assumption that Y decomposes.
The result follows from the following key property: the induced map Y i pKq Ñ BpKq is a proper map of Hausdorff topological spaces. To prove this it suffices (by choosing embeddings and using the fact that the analytic topology is finer than the Zariski topology) to prove the same statement under the assumption that B " A n and Y i " P mˆAn , the map Y i Ñ B being replaced by the second projection map.
We wish to show that the preimage of a compact set S in A n pKq is compact. But this preimage is just SˆP m pKq. Since a product of two compact spaces is compact, it thus suffices to show that P n pKq is itself compact. To prove this, it suffices to show that P n pKq is the image of a compact set under a continuous map. If K " R, we know that P n pKq is the image of the unit sphere in A n`1 pKq. If K is non-archimedean, write O for the ring of integers. Let C i Ă O n`1 be the subset for which the ith coordinate is 1. Since O is compact, C i is itself compact. Scaling a point of P n pKq by the inverse of the coordinate with the largest absolute value, we see that there is a surjection
This establishes the assertion. With this property in hand, we can conclude the proof. Since the preimage y i of b in Y i for i " m`1, . . . , n is not a K-point, each Y i for i in this range has the property that πpY i pKqq Ă BpKq does not contain b, so that BpKqzπpY i pKqq is an open subset not containing b, which means we can shrink B so that Y i pKq is empty for each i " m`1, . . . , n. Since each other map Y i Ñ B, i " 1, . . . , m is an isomorphism, we get the desired result.
We next recall the Eisenbud-Harris definitions of limit linear series. By definition, the set of Eisenbud-Harris limit linear series is a subset of the product of the spaces G r d pY v q of usual linear series on the Y v . If we choose for each e P EpΓq sequences a ‚ , a 1 ‚ for which (4.1) is satisfied with equality, we obtain a product of spaces of linear series on the smooth curves Y v with imposed ramification at the Z e , and taking the union over varying choices of the a ‚ , a 1 ‚ , one sees that we obtain every EisenbudHarris limit linear series on X 0 . This then induces a natural scheme structure: Notation 4.3. In the situation of Definition 4.2, let G r,EH d pX 0 q denote the moduli scheme of Eisenbud-Harris limit linear series, with scheme structure as described above.
In order to state the strongest comparison results, the following preliminary proposition will be helpful. We can now give the proof of our main theorem on limit linear series over local fields.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. First, by Corollary 3.2.8, we may restrict to a neighborhood of b 0 over which G r d pX{Bq is quasi-finite and flat; we then have that it is finite (see Tag 0A4X of [Sta17] ), and then it immediately follows that it is also a scheme. By Theorem 4.6, our hypotheses imply that G Following the argument of [Oss03] and [Oss06] , we can now reduce the question of existence of real curves with given numbers of real linear series to statements on real points of intersections of Schubert cycles. Specifically, we have the following.
Corollary 4.7. Fix r ă d, and suppose K is either R or a p-adic field. Given a complete flag p0q "
let ΣpF ‚ q be the Schubert cycle in Gpr`1, d`1q consisting of pr`1q-dimensional subspaces meeting F d´1 in codimension 1. Given P P P 1 , let F P ‚ denote the osculating flag of the rational normal curve in P d . Given g with g " pr`1qpr`g´dq, suppose that there exist P 1 , . . . , P g P P 1 pKq such that the divisor P 1`¨¨¨`Pg is GalpK{Kq-invariant, and with Proof. Given the Galois invariance of P 1`¨¨¨`Pg , we can construct a (not necessarily totally split) curve X 0 over K of compact type by attaching suitable elliptic tails to the P i . Letting L{K be a finite Galois extension over which all the P i are rational, we will have that pX 0 q L is a totally split curve of compact type. Now, as described in the proof of Theorem 2.5 of [Oss03] , the only possible vanishing sequences at the nodes in the ρ " 0 case are d´r´1, d´r, . . . , d´2, d on the elliptic tails, with complementary sequence 0, 2, 3, . . . , r`1 on the rational "main component." The latter corresponds to the Schubert cycle ΣpF Pi ‚ q. On the other hand, there is a unique linear series on each elliptic tail with the desired vanishing at P i , even scheme-theoretically, so we find that G r,EH d ppX 0 q L q consists entirely of refined limit linear series, and is isomorphic as a scheme to Ş g i"1 ΣpF Pi ‚ q (considered over L). By construction, GalpL{Kq acts on G r,EH d ppX 0 q L q via its action on X 0 itself, which means that our isomorphism is GalpL{Kq-equivariant, and the invariant points on both sides are identified. Thus, the hypotheses of Theorem 1.2 are satisfied, and taking any presmoothing family with special fiber X 0 (see §2 of [Oss06] for justification that this is possible), by considering smooth fibers X sufficiently near X 0 , we obtain the desired properties for G r d pXq. We can now apply Corollary 4.7 to examples of Eremenko and Gabrielov in the real case.
Proof of Corollary 1.3. Using Corollary 4.7, this is immediate from Examples 1.3 and 2.5 of [EG01] , where their m is our d´1.
Remark 4.8. In terms of producing real curves with few real g 1 d s, the result of Corollary 1.3 is the best possible using our given degeneration, since Eremenko and Gabrielov prove that their examples yield the smallest possible number of real points in the corresponding intersection of Schubert cycles. Nonetheless, it is a priori possible (in the case d is even) that there exist real curves with fewer real g 1 d s, but that these are not "close enough" to the degenerate curves we consider to be studied via our techniques.
Remark 4.9. It is an interesting phenomenon that the examples of Eremenko and Gabrielov achieving the minimum possible number of real solutions (in the Schubert cycle setting) occur not with all ramification points non-real, but with exactly two real. Computations of Hein, Hillar and Sottile [HHS13] in small degree appear to show that on the other hand, the numbers obtained by Cools and Coppens are the minimum achievable when all the ramification points are non-real.
In fact, every such explicit Schubert calculus example also gives an example where we can produce higher-genus curves having the same number of real g 1 d s, using Corollary 4.7. However, we are not aware of infinite families of examples other than those of [EG01] .
